Highly Process-Focused Organizational Performance Measurement Model
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Abstract. By analyzing the most popular performance measurement systems, the paper develops a new high process-driven performance measurement system which measures the organizational performance from five perspectives: vision, customer, strategy, process and staff. The system suggests that the enterprise is controllable, and its future result is determined by the present state, so it can achieve the future performance through controlling the most important elements of today with focusing on the best goals. In the model, people are valued deadly and regarded as the first thing. The model also can be viewed as a managerial tool, and it can appraise the performance of non-profit organization or functional units because there is no financial indicators.

Introduction

"Performance measurement and performance management has become a critical management process to many leading U.S. companies over the last several years" [1]. The performance is related to the personnel level and organizational level. It is not a "staff-driven rating scale and forms", but a crucial management tool and process; not "measuring generic aspects of people or jobs", but "measuring those crucial success factors" that assure goal attainment, strategy execution [1][2]. It’s the engine of the company. It tells what’s the first thing of the company, what enjoys the more priorities and it induces the efforts of the staff through its incentive system. Therefore, it is significant for an organization to choose an appropriate performance measurement system. Fortunately, Many performance measurement systems have been developed for the past few years, and It is continuously developing and it has evolved from a mostly financial system to a balanced system (including financial indicators and non-financial indicators). Even so, prior systems have had many shortages of guiding organization. Then a fully integrated one — the needs from all relevant stakeholders are considered and information from different parts are aligned — will be a trend [3].

This study, from the perspective of process, attempts to develop a comprehensive organizational performance measurement model which is more in tune with today’s complex business environment [4]. We begin by reviewing the literature on performance measurement systems such as Balanced Scorecard, Skandia Navigator, and Performance Prism. After this, we present a new performance measurement model. We end with a model appraisal.

Literature Review

Balanced scorecard

The BSC (Balanced Scorecard), developed by Kaplan R. S., Norton D. P [5], is a milestone in performance measurement system, as shows a business panorama to top managers. Once emerging, it receives hot welcome from managers. According to Kaplan and Norton, in the information age, the
drives of value creation of enterprises have shifted from tangible assets (e.g., buildings, capital, fixed infrastructure, distribution channel) to intangible assets (e.g., intellectual capital, innovation, creativity, company culture) and the non-financial indicators should be included in the performance measurement to measure intangible assets. BSC is such a tool and it measures performance from four major perspectives: financial, customer, internal process and learning growth, as put emphasize on intangible assets rather than tangible ones. Also, BSC gives a clear causality between process and result, input and output. Briefly summarized, BSC tells that the knowledge, skills and systems that the employees will need (their learning and growth) to innovate and build the right strategic capabilities and efficiency (the internal process) that deliver specific value to the market (the customers), which will eventually lead to higher shareholder values (the financial) [7]. To make it carry out easily, Kaplan and Norton [6] suggest four managerial process: the first is translating the vision; the second is communicating and linking; the third is business planning and the fourth is feedback and learning. To enable an organization to describe and illustrate its objectives, initiatives and targets in a more clear and general language, Kaplan and Norton [7] further put forward the "strategy map", mapping the flows and transformations of dynamics of value chain.

The balanced scorecard is not only a very useful performance measurement tool, but a management tool [4]. It focuses not only on the results of actions, but on three sets of operational measures which can control the results effectively. Moreover, BSC thinks much of intangible assets, giving a more useful and effective viewpoint of business reality and it also notices the importance of learning and growth, as is very important for the organization.

However, BSC has lack of strategy dimension which tells the destination of organization, breaking out the principle that effectiveness is always the first thing and efficiency is behind. Therefore, this management tool is incomplete. Besides, other scholars say it’s failure to consider the importance of measurement of the Human Resource Perspective/Employees satisfaction [11]. It emphasizes on customer capital rather than human resource capital, as is a critical ignorance. It also downplays the interests of stakeholders, just taking care of the interests of shareholders [4][14], and the latter’s influence nowadays is too great to neglect. For BSC, it should consider interests of critical parties and focus more on people.

Skandia navigator

Skandia Navigator is invented by Leif Edvinsson, the director of intellectual capital of Skandia, the largest insurance company in Sweden. He developed a dynamic and holistic intellectual capital (IC) reporting model named Navigator. According to Skandia’s model, IC was categorized into human capital and structural capital [12]. Human capital can be described as the employee’s competence, inter-relationship ability and values. Structural capital can be described as "what remains in the company when employees go home for the night", such as brands, patents, process, organizational structure and concepts. This categorization of IC, named the distraction tree [13].

Skandia Navigator is an important tool and it gives complete emphasis on the intellectual assets and thinks it as the only source of the future success of the organizations, as goes along with the demand of knowledge economy era and information era.

However, Skandia Navigator neglects many contents of IC that is also very important in creating values, such as company’s culture, organizational learning, and employee’s creativity. Besides, although it emphasizes on intellectual capital, especially human capital, it doesn’t give the clear causality of different factors which will reduce its practicability. In addition, among more than 100 indices recommended in the Skandia’s model, there are some mistaken assumptions. For example, employees showing up for work and sitting in front of their computers do not necessarily mean they are investing knowledge which can be transformed into their company’s competitive advantages, so Skandia’s structural capital variables, including the number of processed computers, can be criticized. For Navigator, it should rethink the key elements of the organizational success and make clear the logic relationships of the different factors. Also, it needs simplification.
Performance prism

Andy Neely and Chris Adams put forward a new performance measurement system — performance prism. It cares the interests of stakeholders and encourages organizations to address the following questions: (1) Who are our key stakeholders and what do they want and need? (2) What strategies do we have to put in place to satisfy these needs? (3) What process do we need to have in place to execute our strategy? (4) Which capabilities do we need to perform our processes? (5) What do we expect from our stakeholders in return?[4] So the performance prism measures the performance from five aspects: stakeholder satisfaction, stakeholder contribution, strategies, capabilities and process. For Neely and Adams, those organizations aspiring to be successful in the long term within today’s business environment must have an exceptionally clear picture of who their key stakeholders are and what they want. Then they should define what strategies they will pursue to ensure that value is delivered to the stakeholders. They also should know what process the enterprise requires to deliver the above strategies and they should define what capabilities they need to execute the processes. The most sophisticated of them also should think carefully about what it is that the organization wants from its stakeholders—employee loyalty, customer profitability, long term investment, etc[17][19].

The performance prism gives a clear way to think business and an explicit understanding of what constitutes and drives good performance. It starts with the key stakeholders, goes along the way to achieve the needs of stakeholders and locates in the capabilities of the organization. But it will distract the attention of the organization. There are so many different stakeholders that it will take much to consider them all. Besides, in performance prism, capabilities include not only the capabilities from the employees, but the ones from the tangible assets, as information infrastructure, factories, machine and soon. This is more comprehensive, but doesn’t highlight the key factor — people.

In a word, there are different performance systems that are all valuable for enterprise. But differences really exist. It is important for an organization to choose one good performance system. The above successful performance measurement systems have some common traits: to value the intangible capital, especially human resource capital; to focus on the drivers of performance; to consider more about external and internal environmental factors. Comparing the other performance system, the performance prism is more comprehensive and more directive for the organization.

We analyze the above systems to polish them and improve them. The paper will try to build a new performance measurement model.

Model Construct

The principles of constructing the model

Before introducing our model, we will first clarify the principles of constructing the model. These principles come from the above successful performance measurement systems and other literatures as follows.

Highly process-focused view. Kaplan and Norton argue that the full potential of the balanced scorecard will only be realized if an organization links its measures clearly identifying the drivers of performance[6]. Our model absorbs this thought and polish it further. Comparing with BSC in which financial indicators account for much, our model is highly process—focused and there are no financial indicator, that is in similar with Performance Prism. While focusing on the results, an organization, can not always get the expected results, It is only to control some process variables that can bring the ideal result. The organization is shaped, created and controlled by people through process variables. The result is the natural development of the process.

To aim at the best conditions. Our model emphasizes the process variables in order to make the organization to get the results better and it also aims at the best conditions of the organizations all along and its fundamental factors are the most important factors to achieve the best conditions of the organizations. The best conditions of the enterprise include not only the high economic achievements, but social responsibilities. For the enterprises, it also should become the good citizens of the society except for achieving profit. So, our model should consider the interests of stakeholders.
People-first view. Sveriby regards people as the only profit generators in an enterprise. [14][15] "The powerful performance management system is one that is built on: give autonomy to individuals with their span of control; empower and involve individuals and so on."[18] Our model emphasizes the extremely importance of the people. "The motivation, the potential for development, the capacity for assuming responsibility, the readiness to direct behavior toward organizational goals are present in human. Management does not put them there. It is a responsibility of management to make it possible for people to recognize and develop these human characteristics."[20] Our model always aims at spurring the motivity of the employee, absorbs the wisdom of the staff, and improves their learning abilities, thinking abilities and creative abilities.

Mathematical expressions

Our model can be expressed with mathematics:

Any organization has its possible best result which starts with the present state and go along the best way to get to.

The organizational state depends on some key factors and the best condition of the organization is the function of these factors that can be considered as the best way for the organizations to go and vary with time. So:

The best condition is \( F(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \)

Remark: \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \) mean the key factors to affect the organizational performance, they are the function of time variable and they are called process variables; \( n \) means the number of key factors; \( F \) means the function of process variables, i.e., \( F \) is the expression of the relations of different key factors.

Thus, the organizational need to find the key factors of performance success and their relations control its process. Our model is to find these key factors and take them as the indicators to direct the organization.

Key factors of the model

Our model is based on the above principles and has absorbed the performance measurement experiences of some enterprises just as China IM&EX company and Taijing steel and iron company. The key factors of our model are as following:

1) Vision: Vision is the best condition designed by the organization and accepted by all the staff. It is a flag of the organization and describes the most valuable development direction of the organization. It includes two parts: one is economic achievements; the other is social responsibilities. Both are very important for the organization and both should be considered comprehensively.

2) Customer: Customer is the shortened form of "customer condition". Customer is the basis of existence of the enterprises. For anything, its value lies in its utility to others. The utility you have given to others decides your position. In all the stakeholders enterprise should give utility, customer is the most important. "The purpose of the enterprise is to create customer."[21] For enterprise, you must decide who is your customer? And what are the ideal conditions of the customer? To answer the first question, you must think the external demand and internal capabilities. The interests of stakeholders, the possible questions concerning creating customer all should be included. To answer the second question, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty are in. The basis of the high performance is the customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. Customer condition indicators are the sub-final goals. Once the sub-final goal is achieved, the final goal (vision) of the enterprises can be achieved. Through controlling this goal, the enterprise can control the final goal.

3) Strategy: strategy is the direction, the path to get to the sub-final goals. To own stable and loyal customers, the organization must meet the demand of the customer and make sure the direction, the path to get the aim. Only along with the paths which can get to the expected destination, can the enterprises get the expected destination. The indicator of direction and the path is the indicator of strategy. Strategy indicator is the causal indicator of the "customer indicator".

4) Process: process indicator is the indicator which carries out the strategy. Strategy is a plan, an idea which can come true only through practical execution. Even though the enterprise has the direction and
5) Staff: staff is the fundamental indicator. The right strategy and efficient execution depend on the person of high caliber. People is everything of process, the fundamental indicator. The person of high caliber comes from learning and thinking sticking to the realities. Thus, the staff quality depending on learning and thinking is the most fundamental indicators which decides the success or failure. The staff indicators are briefly called "staff".

The logical relations of five indicators are as Figure 1.

![Diagram of logical relations of five factors.](image)

Of five factors, vision is result variable and the others are process variables.

The relations of four process factors

Now we analyze the relations of four process factors. Just as the above said, the customer is the sub-final goals, the strategy and process are the causal indicators of the customer and the staff is the fundamental indicator, the relations of four factor seems very clear, i.e.,

Customer = F{strategy [staff (learning, practice)], process [ staff (learning, practice)]}

That means: customer depends on strategy and process which depend on staff. Meanwhile, staff is an independent variable depending on its learning and practice, being unrelated to any other variables. Of course, the learning and practice of the staff are related to their learning will and practice abilities, on the other hand, it depends on the encouragement and training coming from the enterprise. It’s the result of interactive function of enterprise and staff.

But in fact the reality is not so. The staff is not just a bookworm, to think far from subject, but to learn from practice and use the learning results to reality. The training given by the enterprises is not the training far form the reality of the enterprises, but closely related to the customer, strategy and process of the enterprises. So, the learning and practice of the employee is related to the conditions of customer, strategy and process, the conditions of themselves and their colleagues. i.e,

Staff = Staff [learning, practice (customer, strategy, process, employee)]

So:

Strategy = Strategy [customer, strategy, process, staff [learning, practice (customer, strategy, process, staff)]]

Process = Process [customer, strateg, proces, staff [learning, practice (customer, strategy, process, staff)]]

Customer = Customer [customer, strategy, process, staff [learning, practice (customer, strategy, process, staff)]]

In fact, the indicators of customer, strategy, process are not related to the realities of customer, strategy, process and staff just through the learning of staff, but related to them originally.

Thus, the staff, customer, strategy, process have mutual causalities and every element is connected closely with other factors. So, when analyzing the customer, strategy, process and staff, we must think
them systematically, not individually. Also, as we all know, the relations of the factors are not linear, but dialectic, complex and non-linear.

The path of organizational optimization

For organization, it can go from one condition into a more bright condition continuously through improving or changing the customer, strategy, process or staff. Sticking to this, the enterprise can gain the sustainable high performance and extensive social acknowledgement. The graph of the organizational change is as follows:

The conditions of the next time depend on the present conditions of the four elements. Only when the present conditions of the four elements are the best, can the best conditions of next time be achieved by the organization.

Model Appraisal

For our model, it is constructed with three basic principles: process-oriented, aiming at good conditions and people-first view. In contrast with BSC, our model highlights people-first; comparing with Skandia Navigator, it is more process-oriented; in contrast performance prism, our model is more simply and more people-first. So, it can be used not only the performance measurement, also an effective management tool.

Besides, it can also be used to measure the performance of the non-profit organization or the unit of the organization. Because in our model there are no financial indicators and only is "customer", for every organization or every unit, they all have their customers. For example, "customer" of the nation is its people, "customer" of the hospital is its patients, "customer" of the manufacture unit is the sales unit and "customer" of human resource management is its service people and service unit. So, we can find all the customers of every organization or every unit. Then, how to meet the demand of customers, is the strategy. The execution of strategy is process and the basis is the staff. Four process factors of our model can grasp the key of the organizational management.

Meanwhile, there are many limitations for our model. First, the reality basis of our model is not sound. There are only three enterprises that try and support our model and there is a far way for the model to be practical and perfect. Second, our model is only conceptional model, not practical model. We should do more to design and test concrete indicators.
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